The Romantic Center
Across
4. a source of energy
5. jump
8. return
9. opens or closes for the smoke to go up the chimney
11. part of the trunk of a tree
12. freed or let go
14. not real
17. piled one on top of the other
18. go away
19. allow release of air
21. the floor of a fireplace
22. catch on fire
23. developed or established

Down
1. black carbon used for heating
2. made of wire or glass to protect the fire from escaping
3. small pieces or particles of wood
4. places to fulfill a need
6. a fireplace tool for digging out ashes
7. candles are made of it
10. small piece of burning wood or charcoal
13. because of
15. a tube inside the fireplace that goes up to the roof where the smoke and gas go out
16. a place inside the home where you can set an open fire
20. story